ripple effect proposal form
ripple effect is an installation space at Santa Fe Community College, organized and operated by
Cary Cluett. To be considered for an installation, please send your answers to the following
questions, a CV, and 5-10 images of recent work to carycluett@gmail.com
Thanks for sharing your ideas!
Name:
Date:
E-mail:
Phone:

1) Each installation is up for one month and is made available to the SFCC community as well
as the public. For what month in 2019 are you proposing your installation? Please list months
according to your preference and availability.
2) Built inside of an disused sculpture studio ripple effect is a 10.5’ x 8.5’ x 6.5’ room which
features a hardwood floor set at a diagonal, wood-backed walls, and recessed track lighting. It
also features a weight-bearing metal ceiling with acoustical treatment, speakers and ventilation.
Outside the room are three small niches behind safety glass that face the hallway; each
approximately 20” x 16” x 17”. A defining element is the lack of a door, which has been
intentionally removed; thus, the space is open to all with the stipulation that nothing harmful or
of inherent value can be placed inside. Another distinctive feature is the room’s curved corners
that have been constructed with a 5” radius to remove visual space definition. Briefly describe
how you would use both the room and the smaller niches? What elements will you bring into the
space?

3) Briefly describe the ideas behind your proposal.

4) Is there an audio element to your proposal? If so, please describe.

5) What are the lighting, electrical or other video components to your proposal?

6) Are you willing to talk about your work with students and through a public talk?

7) Why do you want to show your work at ripple effect?

